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Formulation of the problem 

Insufficient funding for inspection of the 

State geodetic network points Ukraine require 

extraordinary solutions. At the same time, the 

extensive development of social networks allows 

to attract students of specialty "Geodesy and 

Land" and related specialties for monitoring 

geodetic points in Ukraine using modern digital 

technology. 

 

Analysis of studies and publications 

relating to solve this problem 

Traditionally, the state geodetic network 

points Ukraine regularly watch 

Derzhheokadastru of Ukraine [1]. Technology 

survey and updating geodetic network points is 

regulated by surveying the regulatory documents 

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6], and she devoted many scientific 

papers, including [7, 8, 9]. 

In social networks [10, 11, 12], there are 

several projects presented problems. The project 

"HEOPOSHUK" [11] proposed to guess the 

tourist landmarks, including the control point 

there. Game design [12], in particular the section 

"surveying" represents only general information 

about geodetic points, which is slightly outdated. 

These types of geodetic marks on [12] does 

not reflect all the available types in Ukraine 

geodetic points. So traverse points are soil (hard 

to find on the ground) and wall of different 

systems, which provide the employment center 

on the pavement, where most pictures on the site. 

Triangulation point provides for one or two 

points the guide points or satellite [3]. 

Deformation brand provides open access to 

facilities which are geodetic observations for 

historical sites, this condition is met - Potocki 

Palace in Lviv, and industrial facilities for access 

to restricted deformation marks. According to 

observations of deformation structures, 

engineering and technological equipment is also 

used rapper deformation. Consolidation of land 

plots involves the use of ground landmarks and 

boundary marks are mainly used in populated 

areas. 

Movement on the use of social networks for 

inspection of geodetic points in various countries 

covers a large audience [10]. 

 

Unresolved of the problem 

Under the conditions of inadequate funding 

topographic, geodesic industry and the 

bankruptcy of many survey companies [1] are 

not implemented approved programs and 

regulations to support operational geodetic 

network, although the points of triangulation and 

polygonometry intensive to perform survey and 

land use planning and other works. 

 

Research tasks (problem problems) 

In surveying created online communities of 

Ukraine [13, 14] the problem of tracking control 

point given insufficient attention. Therefore, 

using an intensive exchange of information on 

social networks [15] (the impression of 

wandering and traveling) and advanced digital 

technology for production, processing, storage 

and coordinate information received [16] offer 

students surveying professions seek out on the 

ground and walls of buildings points of geodetic 

network and record and put their pictures online. 

This should improve existing sites. 

 

The main material problems 

Creating geodetic networks in the world must 

rise and decline. Geodetic network in Ukraine 

created though different organizations from 

different countries, but according to uniform 

regulations. Selection and production centers, 

frames, stamps, and laying them further 

surveying are based on evidence-based methods. 

In [10] described the movement that became 

widespread for storing and systematizing 

information on the state geodetic points. In 

Ukraine, this movement is not yet widespread, 



the main reason was limited access to geodetic 

information. 

Geodetic points Levelling marks, especially 

triangulation points have value to: research of 

horizontal and vertical movements of the Earth's 

crust for the existence of control point; inventory 

and other sectors of the economy; History - 

points Struve Geodetic Arc; aesthetic and 

geographical features - points of triangulation, 

usually located on the commanding heights of 

them opened the beautiful views of the 

surrounding countryside. 

Analysis created by GIS showed that for [12] 

in "Surveying" must be supplemented types of 

geodetic marks, including: point-satellite (ORP), 

temporary (working) center point polygonometry 

or horizontal mark landmarks, and you can sea , 

the main river and lake posts (interpretation of 

terms can be taken with regulations [2, 3, 4, 17]). 

The students of surveying professions 

detailed study structure designs leveling marks 

and geodetic points on laboratory studies, while 

working on the course and diploma projects 

(works) and fix them during training and 

surveying and production practices that allow 

them almost on a professional level exercise 

control point on the ground or a wall and mark 

rappers in the walls of buildings and classify 

them. 

The availability of modern digital 

technology, mobility of students, exchange of 

information on the surrounding environment - all 

to monitor and carry out monitoring of geodetic 

points, ie indirectly participate in future 

surveying. 

The results are shown in Fig. 1 show that 

most search geodetic marks using Internet 

technologies involved in Eastern Ukraine. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Results geodetic marks in Ukraine 

The results of selected geodetic monitoring 

technology marks shown in the example of wall 

mark number 1019, which is located railway 

station Fisaky, north-western part of the station 

building, the northern edge of the village. 

Komyshuvaha Orikhivsky region Zaporozhye 

region [18] (Fig. 2). 

Characteristics of leveling marks GHS 

according to [6] shown in Fig. 3. 

We propose to combine these processes as a 

whole, to help asylum geodetic marks geoportal 

use and, therefore, increase the number of 

surveyed geodetic points, as specified distance to 

the nearest points, and received information 

about geodetic points can be considered in 

geoportals GHS Ukraine. 

 

              
        

 
 

Fig. 2. The results and observations of the 

brand of wall №1019 

The proposed technology to collect 

information about geodetic points "for asylum" 

should consist of the following processes: metal 

picture geodetic mark, rapper; pictures general 

form of control point; picture approach to the 

station or placing geodetic marks or metal frames 

in the building; placing control point on the 

circuit GHS; specification of data control point. 

It should be noted that most of the site [12] 

predstaleni fotorezultaty monitor wall only points 

of geodetic networks condensed. 

We therefore propose to improve the site 

[12], in particular the section "Surveying" and 

the division into units fulfill referring to the 



structure of the State geodetic network Ukraine 

[2] while respecting the requirements of the site. 

 

Conclusions 

A project to improve the social movement for 

students of surveying and related disciplines for 

surveillance operations as points of state geodetic 

network in Ukraine. Recommended supplement 

information about geodetic points listed in 

developed sites. The technology to collect 

information about geodetic points for filling the 

site. 

 
Item state geodetic network – L3606A0790 

Index L3606A0790 

Name 1019 

Class plan. network  

Classes leveling I 

Product center 144 

Type mark mark Wall 

Number mark  

Determ. the coord. картометричний 

x, м 5291100 

y, м 6690000 

H, м 66 

mx, м 200 

my, м 200 

B 47° 43' 32" 

L 35° 31' 58" 

Description of 

location 

Fixiki, wall, station 

building 

State of mark Not burdened 

* Coordinates are given with an accuracy of 20 

meters in the system of coordinates USC-2000, are the 

height to within 10 meters. 

    

Fig. 3. Characteristics of (leveling stamp 

number 1019) 
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